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Mainland officials and experts will 
meet their Hong Kong counter-
parts in the “coming days” in 
Shenzhen to discuss the best way 
to help the city fight a surging fifth 
wave of Covid-19 infections.

In a late-night statement yes-
terday, the cabinet-level Hong 
Kong and Macau Affairs Office 
(HKMAO) said the central govern-
ment was “highly concerned” 
about the city’s raging fifth wave. 

A spokesman said the meeting 
would discuss measures to sup-
port Hong Kong’s efforts to con-
tain the outbreak and guarantee 
mainland supplies to the city. 

A Beijing source said the meet-
ing could be held as early as 
tomorrow and the mainland was 
preparing to send “thousands of 
medical and lab personnel and 
millions of testing kits” to come to 
Hong Kong’s rescue. 

“The Hong Kong and Macau 
Affairs Office, Hong Kong liaison 
o f fi c e ,  N a t i o n a l  H e a l t h 
Commission, Guangdong and 
Shenzhen officials will join Hong 
Kong senior officials to go through 
Hong Kong’s wish list and decide 
on the best way forward,” a 
Beijing-based source said.

“The first step will be beefing 
up Hong Kong’s testing capability. 
Contact tracing, quarantine 
measures will also be discussed.”

He said the Hong Kong team 
would be led by Chief Secretary 
for Administration John Lee 
Ka-chiu. 

Mainland authorities are also 
deploying more manpower at 
border checkpoints to speed up 
the processing of cross-border 
trucks to ease the crunch in vege-
table and fresh food supplies, after 
Shenzhen officials confirmed 
seven drivers had tested positive 
for Covid-19 as of Monday.

A source familiar with the situ-
ation said the Hong Kong govern-
ment was drawing up a list of 
areas requiring the mainland’s 
support. “The list includes send-
ing mainland personnel to ramp 
up testing capacity, help in setting 
up another quarantine facility,” 
the source said. 

“The Hong Kong government 
also hopes mainland experts can 
offer advice on contact tracing.” 

A Beijing-based mainland 
official overseeing Hong Kong 
affairs said the central govern-
ment was ready to respond to the 
city’s request for help in fighting 
the pandemic. “When we get a 
detailed list from the Hong Kong 
government, we will source and 
deliver the resources to Hong 
Kong,” the official said.

“We will focus on boosting 
Hong Kong’s testing capacity by 
sending support teams to speed 
up the operation of labs, while a 
few million testing kits are ready 
in Shenzhen to be sent to Hong 
Kong … We have readily available 
resources to build up high quality 
quarantine facilities in Hong 
Kong.”

Chief Executive Carrie Lam 
Cheng Yuet-ngor said last Friday 
she had sought help from the 
Beijing and Guangdong govern-
ments, especially on boosting the 
city’s testing capacity. 

The city’s daily coronavirus 
screening capacity would be 
increased from 100,000 tests to 
300,000, partly by re-establishing 
a laboratory at Ma On Shan sports 
centre, she said.

Mainland medical profession-
als had come to Hong Kong in 
recent weeks to assist with testing 
in existing laboratories, and more 
would arrive to help in the Ma On 
Shan lab, she added.

With mainland help, the city 
launched a free mass-testing pro-
gramme in September 2020. 

Beijing is also preparing to 
help Hong Kong ramp up its quar-
antine facilities if current capacity 
becomes inadequate, according 
to the mainland official.

A  s o u r c e  w o r k i n g  f o r 
Shenzhen’s checkpoint authori-
ties said the HKMAO had initiated 
several meetings with officials 
from the Guangdong provincial 
and Shenzhen municipal govern-
ments in the past few days to 
address the disruption of food 
supplies for Hong Kong.

“We have expanded the list of 
cross-border truck drivers to 
make up for those who have been 
infected or quarantined,” the 
source said. “More checkpoint 
officials have been called back to 
speed up the processing of the 
cross-border trucks and testing of 
drivers. The task given to us is to 
restore the volume of food  
supplies to Hong Kong.”

The source said as of yester-
day, those who did not provide 
bookings for Shenzhen’s quaran-
tine hotels before crossing the 
border would be sent back.

A Hong Kong government 
spokesman said the supply of 
vegetables from the mainland had 
generally “returned to a normal 
level” as operations at boundary 
control points had resumed.

“According to wholesale mar-
kets, the supply of vegetables from 
the mainland has returned to 
about 90 per cent of that in the 
same period of previous years,” 
the spokesman said. 
Additional reporting by  
Christy Leung

Mainland officials, 
experts to help city 
fight current surge
Beijing said to be ‘highly concerned’ about raging 

fifth wave as personnel, tests are readied for use

Gary Cheung and William Zheng

Hong Kong’s fifth wave of 
infections could peak by the end 
of next month, with daily case 
counts projected to hit 28,000 and 
related deaths expected to total 
1,000 by June, even if the city 
maintains its current strict 
social-distancing rules, a team of 
experts has predicted.

The rapidly worsening out-
break has sparked concern in 
Beijing, and mainland officials 
would meet Hong Kong counter-
parts to discuss the best way to 
help the city contain infections, 
the Hong Kong and Macau Affairs 
Office said last night. A source said 
the meeting was due to be held 
tomorrow.

According to various scenarios 
modelled by public health experts 
at the University of Hong Kong, a 
return to the zero-Covid status 
quo would be possible only if 
lockdown-style measures were 
imposed on the entire city – simi-
lar to what they said occurred in 
Shanghai in early 2020 – for two to 
three months.

Professor Gabriel Leung, dean 
of the medicine faculty, urged the 
government to distribute rapid 
antigen tests to residents so they 
could test themselves every other 
day for the coming one to two 
months and to consider the feasi-
bility of a “lockdown”.

Clarifying what he meant by 
lockdown, Leung, who led the 
study, said: “What lockdown 
means is that we should imple-
ment more stringent measures … 
It could be achieved through 
administrative or legislative 
means … It could also be some-
thing voluntary.

 “The most important thing is 
to curb transmission. We could 
follow what Shanghai did, which 
lowered the transmission rate by 
85 per cent.”

Government health advisers 
yesterday called for more drastic 
measures and changes to the 
city’s isolation policy as officials 
confirmed 986 new Covid-19 
infections, with one more death 
recorded in the fifth wave of infec-
tions. Only one case was imported.

A medical source said the 
number of daily cases might not 
reflect the actual situation, as 
laboratories confirming test 
results had been overwhelmed. 
The official tally stands at 18,794 
cases. About 800 preliminary-pos-
itive infections were reported.

Health authorities also said an 
unvaccinated chronically ill 
94-year-old woman with the 
Omicron variant died in the after-
noon, the third fatality in the fifth 
wave. A total of 216 Covid-related 
deaths have been recorded since 
the pandemic began. 

The HKU researchers said it 
would be difficult to maintain the 
current social-distancing rules – 
the toughest yet – for more than 
two or three weeks, but warned 
easing them could lead to between 
3,000 and 5,000 deaths, depend-
ing on the degree of relaxation. 

Assuming the health care sys-
tem was overburdened, the 
cumulative number of deaths 
could increase to nearly 7,000.

“Even if we maintain the strict-
est social-distancing measures 
currently implemented, the Rt 
would still not reach one – the 
turning point of the outbreak 

when the outbreak would subside 
on its own,” Leung said, referring 
to the reproductive rate of the 
virus, or the number an infected 
person could pass Covid-19 on to.

The HKU team, which looked 
at data on the Omicron variant, 
current vaccination rates and 
social-distancing rules to run its 
model, said implementing strin-
gent lockdown-style measures – 
similar to what Shanghai had 
done – would limit the current 
outbreak to about 115 additional 
deaths by mid-June. 

In early February 2020, 
Shanghai imposed “lockdown 
management” on 13,000 residen-
tial communities and com-
pounds, including stricter 
con trols on the movement of 
people and vehicles, compulsory 
mask-wearing and closure of lei-
sure and other non-essential ser-
vices. Measures were gradually 
relaxed at the end of the month.

But lifting such a lockdown in 
Hong Kong before zero infections 
had been achieved would cause 
the epidemic to resurge. Pop ula-
tion immunity at that point would 

only be about 20 per cent higher 
than before the lockdown, the 
team said. Leung said it was 
essential to prevent cross-infec-
tion by reducing mixing.

“You need to sustain that for as 
long as you need to bring the 
number of seeds, infected seeds, 
or transmission chains in the 
community down to such a level 
that they will just fade away natu-
rally as opposed to going into a 
recrudescence and growing again, 
and essentially merely delaying 
the inevitable instead of just extin-
guishing those seeds,” he said.

Leung said large-scale manda-
tory screening after positive sew-
age samples were detected had 
“completely overwhelmed” test-
ing capacity. If residents were 
tested regularly, then resources 
deployed for sewage surveillance 
could be reallocated, he said.

At a regular Covid-19 press 
briefing, Dr Chuang Shuk-kwan of 
the Centre for Health Protection 
said 1,306 people in total were in 
isolation in 571 homes.

Chuang noted infections were 
detected at more than 20 homes 
for the elderly across the city, 
involving care home residents, 
workers and cleaners. She added 
that eight staff members of DB 
Plaza were confirmed as infected, 
and authorities had asked the 
Discovery Bay shopping centre to 
close for disinfection to prevent 
further transmission. 

An outbreak also occurred at 
ward 12A of Caritas Medical 
Centre in Sham Shui Po involving 
a staff member and five unvacci-
nated elderly patients in two cubi-
cles. After conducting a site visit 
last  night,  microbiologist 
Professor Yuen Kwok-yung said 
an infected nursing instructor was 
likely to have transmitted the virus 
to the elderly patients.

Yuen revealed that another 
nurse, who had no contact with 
the instructor, also tested positive. 
But she had treated a patient who 
was later confirmed as infected 
and was only wearing a normal 
mask, not an N95 respirator. 

He called on authorities to 
introduce a policy of “reverse iso-
lation” for vulnerable groups. For 
example, under such a policy, if 
cases were detected in a nursing 
home, the infected patients would 
be treated there, while the healthy 
residents would be quarantined at 
government facilities such as 
AsiaWorld-Expo.

To ease pressure on the health 
care system, he suggested hospi-
tals only admit those patients with 
severe symptoms or underlying 
risk factors, while mild cases could 
isolate at home.
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DIRE WARNING OF 
28,000 CASES A DAY, 
1,000 DEAD BY JUNE
HKU team calls for lockdown across city lasting 

two to three months similar to measure taken by 

Shanghai early in pandemic to curb transmission 

CORONAVIRUS CRISIS

What lockdown 
means is that we 
should implement 
more stringent 
measures

PROFESSOR GABRIEL LEUNG

Top to bottom; People queue for vaccinations in Jordan and in Tsing Yi, 
where those dining in a restaurant in Maritime Square followed more 
stringent social-distancing rules. Photos: Dickson Lee, Sam Tsang

10 MEASURES PROPOSED BY HKU EXPERTS

• Divert all vaccination resources to people aged 65 or above, 
especially those in care homes
• Daily rapid antigen tests for those providing critical services, such 
as care home and hospital staff
• Supply rapid antigen tests to all residents for self-testing every 
other day for next one to two months
• Urgently consider feasibility of even more stringent social-
distancing measures
• Assess testing capacity and consider whether confirmation by 
Department of Health’s laboratory is necessary; may even need to 
start counting positive rapid antigen tests in future
• Let people know in advance what they will be provided with during 
home isolation so they can be better prepared
• Consider leveraging private sector to alleviate strain on public 
hospital services, especially for non-Covid-19 needs
• Ensure at least 90 per cent of school-aged children are vaccinated
• Travellers should undergo isolation at home instead of at 
designated quarantine hotels; flight bans should be lifted as risk of 
local infection exceeds importation
• Rethink role of sewage surveillance and redeploy those resources if 
frequent self-testing is implemented

A ban on cross-household 
 g a t h e r i n g s  h a s  l e f t  s m a l l 
 businesses  operating in private 
places wondering if they will be 
caught out by the latest round of 
social-distancing curbs, while 
s e c u r i t y  g u a r d s  w o r k i n g  
at residential properties say they 
are confused about their role in 
enforcement.

Frontline police officers, 
meanwhile, have been told to step 
up action against those who 
breach the two-person public 
gathering limit and the mask 
mandate.

The tightened restrictions, 
which reduced the number of 
people who could convene in 
public from four to two, and 
restricted private gatherings to 
two households, took effect 
 yesterday as authorities reported 

another 986 new infections, 
mostly involving the Omicron 
coronavirus variant. They were 
among the city’s toughest 
social-distancing measures in  
two years.

But property management 
companies say they are confused 
as to how  security guards in their 
buildings should deal with 
 residents or  visitors if they violate 
the ban on cross-household 
gatherings. 

Johnnie Chan Chi-kau, 
 immediate past president and 
spokesman of the Hong Kong 
A s s o c i a t i o n  o f  P r o p e r t y 
Management Companies, said 
frontline guards had no legal 
power to deny entry, but they 
should have an obligation  
under the law to ensure social- 
distancing rules were observed. 

Health officials  had on 
Tuesday said enforcement action 
would be taken only when 
rule-breakers were identified 

 during contact-tracing of  
Covid-19 cases, and they would 
not knock on residents’ doors to 
check. But Chan said the lack of 
clarity could put security guards in 
a difficult position especially 
if there were complaints from 
residents.

“Our only advice for them is to 
urge those who breached the rules 
to leave the premises. We won’t 
take the initiative to report to 
police,” he said.

“But the ambiguity will create 

a lot of conflict between us  
and residents,  and in the 
neighbourhood.”

The cross-household ban 
applies to private places – defined 
as “any premises to which the 
public may not, or are not  
permitted to, have access from 
time to time” – but exempts  
gatherings in offices for work 
purposes.

Whether it covers the city’s 
thousands of venues that operate 
courses not registered with the 

Education Bureau remains a big 
question for them. 

Yam Wai-ho, vice-chairman of 
the Hong Kong Chamber of 
Education Centres, said inquiries 
flooded in as to whether such 
venues had to close yesterday. 

He estimated there were at 
least 9,000 of them running inter-
est classes, playgroups and 
courses in fixed private venues.

S T E M  E n l i g h t e n m e n t 
Education Centre’s director Li 
Yu-hin demanded clarification on 
whether his interest classes were 
covered by the two-person limit. 
He has suspended all courses and 
business collaborations. 

“All young kids are taken here 
by a caretaker. So we have at least  
three people even if we have  
one-on-one classes,” he said. “If 
the two-person limit applies to us, 
there is no way we can survive.”

Yam said he believed teaching 
venues should also be exempted 
from the cross-household ban. 

Undersecretary for Food and 
Health Dr Chui Tak-yi said he did 
not have an answer when asked 
whether such courses fell under 
the two-person limit.

Residents face a HK$5,000 fine 
for breaching social-distancing 
rules. A police source had said 
officers could exercise discretion 
and give verbal warnings to 
 people who did not wear masks 
on the street. 

“Now, we will issue a fine to 
those who breach the rules  
without reasonable excuses,” he 
said, adding that smoking was  
not a defence.

But another source said 
officers could exercise discretion 
and give verbal warnings to those 
who gathered in public parks for 
activities such as exercise.

Some elderly residents who 
enjoyed spending t ime in  
parks said the tightened ban on 
gatherings, on top of other 
 measures, made their lives even 

more dull. Cheung, a 65-year-old 
housewife who sat alone on a 
bench in a park in North Point, 
said she felt lonely as she could 
not talk to her friends sitting 
nearby. “The new ban gave me a 
hard time … I liked meeting peo-
ple more than facing the walls at 
home,’ she said. “But now I can-
not walk up to my friends here 
and talk to them.”

In another park nearby, about 
10 elderly residents gathered  
at a corner to play chess in two 
clusters. One player surnamed 
Lam kept an eye out for police 
officers who might be patrolling.

“I don’t think the new arrange-
ment will be efficient to fight the 
virus as the risk of infection is not 
high in the park. And [the tight-
ened measures] are not friendly to 
people as we need our social life,” 
said Lam, a 72-year-old retired 
taxi driver.
Additional reporting by 
Kathleen Magramo

Ban on cross-household gatherings sparks confusion and anxiety
Natalie Wong, Tiffany Liang  
and Clifford Lo

$5,000
Fines of this amount – 
in HK dollars – can be 
imposed for breaches of 
the two-person public 
gathering limit

STANDING OVATION 
FOR NATHAN CHEN
American makes up for past failure 

with stunning figure skating gold
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MAINLAND TRIES TO 
CURB ABORTIONS

Agency will promote traditional values 

to teenagers and unmarried women
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RUSSIA TIES ‘MAY 
COME WITH COSTS’
Analysts say Beijing must weigh 

the risks of an informal alliance
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